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House Resolution 206

By: Representative Kendrick of the 93rd 

A RESOLUTION

Congratulating and commending The Law Office of Keith R. Miles LLC; and for other1

purposes.2

WHEREAS, the Law Office of Keith R. Miles LLC was recently named the 2020 Best of3

Gwinnett winner by the Gwinnett Magazine's annual readers' poll; and4

WHEREAS, Best of Gwinnett winners and nominees are chosen by a combination of readers'5

votes and editors' input and are vetted through several ranking sites, Better Business Bureau6

complaint reports, and voting pattern analysis reports; and7

WHEREAS, under the guiding stewardship of Attorney Keith R. Miles and with the8

exemplary work ethic demonstrated daily by its dedicated employees, this outstanding office9

has grown from its humble beginnings to become one of the leading businesses in this state;10

and11

WHEREAS, this remarkable firm has established a glowing reputation of renown throughout12

Georgia for its ability to manage a multitude of unique legal issues, and it continues to meet13

the diversified needs of its clients with friendly and professional service; and14
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WHEREAS, this firm focuses on holistic estate and tax planning for individuals with both15

traditional and blended families and handles estate planning, tax planning solutions, special16

needs planning, asset management, and more; and17

WHEREAS, it is abundantly fitting and proper that the outstanding accomplishments of this18

extraordinary company be appropriately recognized.19

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED BY THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES that20

the members of this body congratulate the Law Office of Keith R. Miles LLC on being21

named the 2020 Best of Gwinnett winner; commend it for its many outstanding contributions22

on behalf of the citizens of Georgia; and extend best wishes for its continued growth,23

development, and success.24

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the Clerk of the House of Representatives is authorized25

and directed to make an appropriate copy of this resolution available for distribution to the26

Law Office of Keith R. Miles LLC.27


